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Lots of fun stuff there.


One of the biggest projects we did was the first one you saw, EditorXR. It lets you take your regular Unity scene and view and edit it in VR. 



Unity Labs 2018

✦  Ontological metadata for semantic creation 

✦  Authoring tools for spatial computing 

✦  Graphics research 

✦  Human capture and rendering 

✦  Artificial intelligence for NPCs,  behavior planning & animation

[Say slide]


And here’s a quick reel to give you a sense of what we do. 



- like most 3D apps you move the cube around with a mouse and keyboard combination, plus hotkeys. Moving 3D stuff is hard, so we like to get you in VR because we 
consider it ‘native 3D’. 


- there end up being a lot of tricky considerations that don’t come up in real life

- IRL you are limited physically; can’t accidentally move your house

- But in VR you have infinite power! Unless we limit it. 

- Most games do limit what you can do. In Unity it’s trickier because we actually don’t limit what you can do on purpose…so you can build what you want. 


I’m going to walk through a few examples. First, in EXR we need you to be able to move things in a variety of ways. 



- Miniworld

- Can do crazy things with it

- Be in the world and also have it at arms reach

- Key element here: being in the world and you can move anything 

- Have to interact with the UI differently 

- Less difficult for creation tools like Tiltbrush/Medium/etc where there is clear line between UI and painting/sculpting

- EXR is much more about being _in the world_



- Right now UI is very tied to space and the hands

- Updating to be more where your head is, make hands more agnostic/gesture based

- Idea is you can have same vocabulary across multiple inputs



EditorXREditorXREditorXR
https://github.com/ 

Unity-Technologies/EditorXR

- works with Vive or Rift

- it’s free, it’s open source, it’s on Github, and we also take community code and put it back into the codebase.

- Also created a runtime version so you can take anything you want and put it in your own experiences

- we have six kinds of locomotion, snapping, selection, worldscaling, the miniworld–take it and use it!

- Let’s switch gears from VR to AR/MR. 




//  PROJECT MARS: 
//  MIXED AND AUGMENTED REALITY STUDIO



All the world’s a stage, but you don’t know what’s on it

✦ The way you author for augmented reality is uncharted 
territory 

✦ In completely digitals worlds, you know everything that will 
happen 

✦ In partially digital worlds, you can only control the digital 

✦ Your experience must be as robust, flexible, and responsive as 
possible

In movies, video games etc, you know...

•	 What animations and when

•	 Events

•	 Level design

•	 You know this because you had to build it.


You need to make your experience as robust and reactive as possible so that it works in most situations.


We’ll talk about the tech stack of how the computer sees things in a minute. But first, I’ll explain the basics of what we’re building. 



New concepts: a simulation mode instead and an isolated view, like the new prefab mode




Ability to flip and test objects in the new mode: stay in a similar flow. 

This is not final—this is just one of many explorations. 


We also had our intern work on a mind-bending project this summer that lets you be in the HMD and ‘fake’ the space you’re in…



We learned that when you need to test your app, you might not be where you need to be. So this lets you add in digital objects that are treated like real objects, remove 
parts of the mesh, and do whatever else you need to do so you can be at your desk, testing your app. 


AR is weird. And integrating data is a huge part of this puzzle too. 


Today AR is rather extraordinarily fragmented, what your computer can know is entirely dependent on the tech stack. For example…



How computers make sense of the world

✦ Camera Pose 
✦ Surfaces 
✦ Hit Tests 
✦ Meshing 
✦ Faces: tracked, poses 
✦ Hands: tracked, poses

✦ Relocalization  
✦ 2D/3D Markers  
✦ Object recognition  
✦ Light Estimation 
✦ Body Tracking 
✦ Depth information 

- List of major ways computers can make sense of the world

- Can do so via a variety of ways: lydar, depth cameras, ML models applied to RGB camera feeds

- Some dependent on hardware, some are software algorithms

- Here’s a big and hard to read chart



The challenge with world data

✦ Usually only available in apps on the device after 
shipping 

✦ We need to flip this 
✦ Computer vision providers need to have their tech work 

on many kinds of devices 
✦ ML is often tied to specific hardware now—needs to 

become more ubiquitous and consistent

In movies, video games etc, you know...

•	 What animations and when

•	 Events

•	 Level design

•	 You know this because you had to build it.


You need to make your experience as robust and reactive as possible so that it works in most situations. What does this mean?



Other new things about spatial computing

✦ Everything about how we interact with computers now 
pretty much needs to be rethought 

🙃



Other new things about spatial computing

✦ Email as confirmation, sign up, and share mechanism 

✦ Sharing things across platforms 

✦ What permissions are: location comes to forefront 

✦ App discovery, minimization, etc 

✦ Modes: world space vs user space vs object anchoring 

✦ Need to tell computer things we never articulate normally 

✦ Modalities and inputs and controllers, oh my

- Right now email is the defacto passport of the digital world. Use it to send, share, confirm, legitimize, etc. Text message close second

- Need to rethink email to be way more baked in for permission (simple yes/no) or move off it

- Permissions: I give this fun immersive cooking app permission to be in my kitchen but no, you cannot follow me into my bedroom

- I left my porn app in the bedroom. If someone goes into my bedroom with full permissions, can they see it? How do I set it up so they can or can’t? 

- Remember, Google circles, easiest way ever to quickly categorize your friends, failed

- We have to mimic the ease and equivalency of physical showing or hiding.



We’ll need to tell 
computer things we 
never normally articulate, 
or even think about.

- This is a really interesting problem

- Need to explain to our computers what our house is and who owns what

- Your teenager has things that are off-limits, but to express it is unusual

- We can use ML to glean intent and permissions but it goes both ways—maybe I gesture to show you something and my computer knows “Okay, show the user what’s 

on this screen” but then that use gets not the thing, but a permissions pop-up


Before we get into permissions and other new states, I want to talk a bit about how humans communicate with computers overall, via modalities. 



Circles of permissions

Public Controlled Intimate Private



Circles of permissions

Public

The nightmarish dystopia of many movies 

Times Square, but, you know, in AR 

Will have to be filtered 

Hot tip: invest in adblocking technology 

Probably the reason Apple already banned 
AR ads 

The biggest route to discovery; biggest 
potential for fun & beauty

- Lots of negatives

- But lots of positives. A way to make the world better for everyone. Like public parks on steroids.

- Government mandates will dictate a lot of things

- Was annoyed I couldn’t use Instapaper cause they haven’t updated terms. Imagine that on geoscale

- Ability to remove (adblock for the real world! Temporarily or forever—plus the other side gets feedback about whether you liked it)



Circles of permissions

Semi-public spaces: stores, offices 

Places with a commercial owner 

Who owns what you can do in these 
spaces? 

Great place for holograms and 3D displays 

IT guys, get ready Controlled

- Controlled spaces are incredibly tricky

- Can you check your Apple email in a Microsoft store?

- Good place to figure out intent-based permissions

- If I buy something with AR and take it home, we can assume intent, that you’re okay with also having in your home

- AV setups are going to get WRECKED



Circles of permissions

Personal spaces: apartments, homes, cars, 
farms, ranches 

We have ads in our homes all the time 

Internet streaming & SASS has changed 
this to opt-in 

People will want to personalize UI in the 
home 

Clear boundaries & users of rooms

Intimate

- Personal spaces. Of course your home, but probably also your car if you have one. And this really is any individually owned land. Walk on a farmers land—what if they 
have serious restrictions on what you can do?


- If your GPS is off and you go past a no-fly zone near a farm, how annoying

- Obviously ads are a big one; but ads are actually more manageable than they were say mid-nineties. Radio didn’t let you pick. More systemic now

- Other things—people will be more picky about what gets put where. TV gets put in a specific place. So will fake digital TV. Art, etc.

- People’s rooms are sanctuaries in the home. Parental permissions will get more political…



Circles of permissions

Email, diaries, passwords, finances, porn, 
dating, health, job info, etc 

Is anchored to you; top-tier permissions 

Requires you to give permission to others 

Requires users to think more about how 
they want their world to bePrivate

- And finally we have the personal, the stuff that is your stuff

- Obviously takes highest priority but needs to be extremely flexible on a per-object, or maybe per-transaction, basis 

- Requires some work



Triangles of interactive states

Active Semi-active Remote Minimized



The most interactivity 

Can be minimized and still fully active 

Also need substates for multiplayer, multi-
interactivity levels

Active

Triangles of interactive states

- What most of us think of using holograms or AR

- Of course there’s also just tons of pseudoclasses here…



Moving towards an app, it starts to expand 
for you 

Gaze-based, motion based, ‘intent-based’ 

Progressive disclosure 

Necessary for apps to really make sense 
and feel goodSemi-active

Triangles of interactive states

- Semi-active

- User has clearly made intent known

- We call this ‘progressive disclosure’

- Speaks to the magic of interactivity



Some subset of the app that can be 
attached in a different way 

Volume controls, next/previous, etc 

Can interact with any other state at any 
time

Triangles of interactive states

Remote

- Semi-active

- User has clearly made intent known

- We call this ‘progressive disclosure’

- Speaks to the magic of interactivity



Needs to be discoverable 

Anchored in space, or next to your body 

Eg, music app lives near your ear 

Can’t take up too much visual room 

Do we need an inventory?

Triangles of interactive states

Minimized

- How to find?

- Where does it ‘live’

- Has to be visually quiet, not noisy—most of the time

- Begs the question: do we need an inventory for life, like our app list?



Diamonds of location

Anchored 
to user

In transitionAnchored 
 to world

Anchored  
to object



UserIn transitionWorld Object

Public Controlled Intimate Private

Active Semi-active Remote Minimized

Permissions

Interactive states

Location

As a matrix

• All of these are possible…and we haven’t even gone into actual modalities that we discussed earlier. 

• Add anchored to object

• Management? Transition?



NEW! UI Types

Display only Interactive Remote ??

Since I last gave this talk, some new states have come to mind. 


These seem like semantic labels but they have some intrinsic characteristics that give them specific properties


Display only = can be placed further away but must be visible

Interactive = must make sense, likely be in arm’s range, but could be invisible


We think there will be more. This is an exciting time. We are excited to help build the tools for you
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We build the tools. 
You build the future. 

How we design these things, these states, modalities, and permissions, directly affects what humans can communicate to computers, and what humans think they 
can do with computers. 

We want to think about this the right way. Permissions and data collection are also top of mind. But in the end, this is our guiding principle…



Let’s support how users 
want to interact with their 
computers.

When it comes to spatial computing, we need to have an incredible variety of modalities because spatial computing will be so personalized. Rather than box the user 
in, let’s support them however they want to interact. Let’s build the augmented reality future we want. 

Thank you.



Thank you! 

labs@unity3d.com 
@unity3dlabs

timoni@unity3d.com 
@timoni
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